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Abstract— The outcome of a game session is the consequence 

of a series of events and decisions that are made by the player. 

Understanding and extracting the session information is 

important in Game Analytics. This thesis proposes a 

framework to capture data from game sessions and generate 

interactive provenance graphs for exploratory analysis, 

allowing analysts to understand the results obtained. We 

present an unprecedented way to represent and capture 

causal relationships in game sessions, resulting in four major 

contributions: (1) The PinG for Unity (PinGU) framework, for 

tracking provenance data, (2) Prov Viewer, for interactive 

visualization of provenance graphs, (3) three distinct 

summarization techniques, for reducing the overall 

provenance graph size with minimal information loss, and (4) 

a comparison technique for provenance graphs, to discover 

underlying issues that might have affected the result. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of tracked game data has become an 
important stage of game design and production in the last 
few years [1]. It brings advantages, such as measuring the 
game stability [2], dynamic adjusting the difficulty of the 
game [3], performing behavioral analysis [4], balancing the 
game experience [5], understanding behaviors [6], and even 
improving the monetization process [1]. Moreover, game 
telemetry allows game developers to collect player 
interactions in the game inconspicuously over extended 
periods, during and after deployment. 

The game industry has developed many proprietary 
tools and techniques to track and store data from a gaming 
session. This increasing demand for understanding player 
behavior resulted in the Game Analytics field, which aims 
at improving game quality and enhances the player 
experience. However, the current methods for analytics are 
not enough to capture the underlying cause-and-effect 
influences that shape the outcome of a game session and, 
therefore, allowing deeper understanding and interpretation 
of the game features.  

During my Masters, we proposed a novel approach [7] 
based on provenance to track and record these causal 
relationships, providing the necessary groundwork to use 
provenance information in game analytics. The provenance 
data is a structured and directed acyclic graph, also known 
as a provenance graph. In the game context, the resulting 
provenance graph shows actions performed by characters 
(player or non-player) and events that occurred during game 
sessions, and the causal dependencies among these actions 

                                                           

1 PinGU is available at: https://github.com/gems-uff/ping 

or events. The information collected during the game is used 
for the generation of the provenance graph. 

This thesis extends our original approach by providing a 
concrete framework for tracking, managing, and visualizing 
provenance data during the game. Through this work, we 
can plot the provenance data in an interactive graph for 
exploratory analysis, allowing developers and analysts to 
understand the events and outcomes better.  

Game telemetry has the general challenge of working 
with Big Data [1]. Thus, we also propose automatic 
summarization techniques to reduce the provenance data 
without losing information by clustering similar sequential 
events that alone were not enough to generate any 
meaningful change in the game. Furthermore, we take the 
provenance analysis to a new level, allowing the analysis of 
multiple provenance graphs simultaneously by generating a 
summarized provenance graph. This summarized graph is 
useful for game designers, to aid in the detection of patterns 
in player's behaviors, to identify issues not reported by game 
testers, to confirm hypotheses formulated by the 
development team, and even testing monetization issues. 

II. PING FOR UNITY 

In this thesis, we introduce a generic component capable 
of gathering provenance during a game session, leading to a 
domain-independent and low-coupling solution. Our 
solution, named PinGU1(PinG for Unity), provides easier 
provenance extraction, requiring minimal coding in the 
game's existing components. PinGU has three different 
types of classes: eight Core classes, one Interface class, and 
five Auxiliary classes. 

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified class diagram for 
PinGU. Core classes are in yellow, Interface class is in light 
blue, and Auxiliary classes are in orange. The Core classes 
represent an evolution of the infrastructure of PinG [7] and 
are responsible for provenance information management, 
making everything transparent to the game designer. 
Analogously, it can be referenced as the provenance 

 

Figure 1: PinG for Unity class diagram 

 
 



"server." PinGU is game independent but is currently only 
available for the game engine Unity. 

PinGU has one class (Provenance Controller) 
responsible for storing all the provenance data. 
Furthermore, it uses two structures for storing provenance 
data: one list for storing actions, events, characters, and 
objects, which are the vertices of a provenance graph, and 
another list for relationships that appear as edges in a 
provenance graph. These two data structures (Vertex and 
Edge) store the provenance data in the format used by the 
graph. Meanwhile, the Influence Controller class manages 
the cause-and-effect relationships (influence edges), dealing 
with possible influences and passing it to the Provenance 
Controller class as they occur in the game. The Provenance 
Container class exports the provenance data from the game. 

The Interface class (Provenance Extractor) is the 
gateway between the game and the Core classes. While the 
Core classes can be seen as the server, the Interface class 
can be seen as the client application and is responsible for 
tracking all provenance information and passing it to the 
Provenance Controller for storage.  

Lastly, the Auxiliary classes contain domain-specific 
functions customized for a specific behavior or games and 
are responsible for gathering domain-data. These classes 
represent the provenance tracking functions that are used 
during provenance gathering and are required to be inserted 
in the existing game classes to capture telemetry data. 
Nevertheless, the existing templates can be used as a 
guiding example in cases that the desired action is not 
already implemented. These classes are PBMProv, 
PlayerProv, EnemyProv, and EnviromentProv, and each is 
customized for the genre of the game they represent (Car-
related movements, Player, Enemy, and Environment). The 
Thesis and the SBGames 2017’s Best Paper [8] describe in 
more details how to integrate PinGU in existing games. 

A. Provenance Gathering 

The PinGU approach is responsible for gathering all 
provenance data through its Provenance Extractor class and 
passing them to the Provenance Controller when the data is 
ready to be stored. Thus, instead of each character having a 
list of actions, now the character only needs to notify the 
Provenance Extractor class the action executed together 
with any additional desired information (i.e., attributes), as 
illustrated by Figure 2.  

After receiving the notification, the Provenance 
Extractor class packs the details of the execution, creates 
the corresponding vertex (Activity, Agent, or Entity), and 
sends it to Provenance Controller, which in turn stores the 
new vertex in the list for vertices. PinGU automatically 
generates default provenance relationships through the 
Provenance Controller, which are the relationships between 
activities and the agents that executed them, along with the 
chronological order of events.  

B. Tracking Influences 

Whenever an agent executes an action and notifies it to 
Provenance Extractor, the game should also notify if the 
action can generate any possible influences. If it does, then 
the Provenance Extractor passes the information to 
Influence Controller. After receiving the notification, 

                                                           

2 Prov Viewer is available at https://github.com/gems-uff/prov-viewer 

Influence Controller creates a special Influence Edge and 
stores it in a pending influence list awaiting further 
instructions. Furthermore, Influence Controller registers the 
action that generated the influence and the triggers for the 
influence, along with other relevant information for the 
influence. Therefore, it is necessary to notify possible 
influences that the action generated during its execution. 
Figure 2 also illustrates how PinGU track influences. 

The required information related to influences normally 
is present in the game design document (GDD). The GDD 
explicitly says the effects of each action and how they can 
interact in the game. In other words, if an action can affect 
other actions, such as the effect of a spell that will affect the 
player that used it. 

III. PROVENANCE VISUALIZATION 

Displaying game data is also an issue in present times, 
bringing problems related to scalability when dealing with 
long game sessions or by having too many actors/players. 
Using provenance as a method of gathering game data 
escalates this issue due to the richness and highly detailed 
data, generating huge quantities of data consequently. 
Although there are some tools in the literature for graph 
analysis [9]–[11], they are based on simple node-link 
diagrams. However, using these simple node-link diagrams 
to represent provenance data can also harden the graph 
understanding when dealing with the wealth of information 
contained in a single provenance node, even when using the 
different shapes to distinguish the information. 

Therefore, another contribution of this thesis is the Prov 
Viewer2 tool, a graph-based visualization tool for interactive 
exploration of provenance data. Prov Viewer processes the 
collected provenance data to generate a provenance graph 
to provide advanced visualization features for identifying 
steps and contributors to a given result. 

Prov Viewer is the result of several extensions and new 
techniques we developed to address issues encountered in 

 

Figure 2: PinGU tracking and storing provenance data 



different scenarios. We designed new visual representations 
and interaction mechanisms that address many of the 
aforementioned challenges: (1) domain configuration, 
customizing the visualization for specific needs; (2) 
interoperability, supporting PROV-N [12] for importing 
provenance data; (3) shapes, sizes, and colors, supporting a 
clear distinction of information types; (4) collapsing, 
highlighting the relevant information in the graph; (5) 
filtering, removing information that is not relevant for a 
given analysis; (6) graph merge, integrating the analysis of 
multiple trials; and (7) specialized layouts, organizing the 
graph in a more understandable way and using the game 
map as a background. Figure 3 shows the high-level 
architecture of our tool, illustrating some of its features that 
allow users to interact with the provenance data and identify 
relevant actions that impacted the results. 

Figure 4 illustrates one of the possible visualizations of 
the provenance data gathered by PinGU in a game scene, 
showing the vertex visualization scheme for the player's 
health value (vertex color using a traffic light scheme) and 
the edges that influence in it (green and red edges) as the 
game progresses. Blue vertices represent other characters in 
the game (enemies), blue edges represent the chronological 
order of events, and green edges represent the player’s 
health generation due to his passive regeneration ability. By 
analyzing Figure 4, we can see the chronology of events, 
regions visited by the player, sections where more action 
happened, places where the player engaged in battle, and 
when the player suffered heavy health loss. The thesis 
describes such analysis in more detail as well as provide 
other case studies. The Thesis and IPAW Paper [13] 
describe Prov Viewer in more details. 

IV. PROVENANCE ANALYSIS 

Although our visualization tool offers many features to 
interact with the provenance graph, there was still a problem 
when visualizing provenance graphs from long game 
sessions. Thus, we also proposed three automatic data 
filtering techniques [14] for provenance graphs, based on 
DBSCAN [15]. Our algorithms take into consideration the 
temporal sequence of information of a provenance graph to 
summarize tracked data to a more manageable size through 
the usage of collapse strategies. In the game domain, 
vertices that were not collapsed tend to represent drastic 
changes in the game state and might be worth displaying 
during the analysis, while all collapsed vertices tend to 
represent minor variances around the state.  

We evaluated our approach for collapsing provenance 
graphs through two different experiments using automatic 
evaluation techniques and experts. The experimental results 
showed that at least one of our algorithms (IC variant) 
provided better results than the DBSCAN algorithm for 
collapsing similar segments in the provenance graph. 

DBSCAN only surpassed our IC variant in one case. The 
Thesis and FGCS Paper [14] provides more details. 

Lastly, a key usage for provenance is to understand how 
an outcome was reached. As a final contribution, we 
proposed a provenance graph merge and comparison 
approach. Our proposed approach can identify possible 
reasons and discrepancies in a provenance graph that might 
have led a player to fail to reach the goal. To do so, we 
contrast the provenance of the game session that failed with 
the combined provenance of all successful game sessions. 
We integrated our solution in Prov Viewer and provided an 
experimental study. Our experimental results showed that 
our comparison approach could detect underlying issues 
that could have led to failure by comparing with another 
provenance graph that was known to reach the goal. 
Furthermore, the results showed that using the optimal 
similarity distance metric results in a 55% accuracy with a 
40% retention rate of the original parameters and actions. 
However, it can reach as far as 100% accuracy when having 
a retention rate close to 5%. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This thesis presents a novel approach for tracking and 
displaying the game provenance data, opening a new 
research area in Game Analytics for tracking cause-and-
effect telemetry data and extracting knowledge from it. The 
richness and completeness of the provenance data allow for 
more abstract analysis over tracked game data, broadening 
the possibilities for different types of analysis and 
applications for tracked data. This graph can be used for 
data mining techniques to extract knowledge or used for 
exploratory analysis by generating a visual representation of 
the data through a dynamic and interactive node-link 
diagram. The proposed approach also supports the analysis 
of multiple game sessions by merging different provenance 
data to generate a summarized provenance graph that can be 
used to understand the reasons that led to different outcomes 
by detecting the differences between game sessions and 
displaying the probable causes. 

The advances presented in the thesis can be divided into 
four major contributions: (1) The PinG for Unity (PinGU) 
framework, for tracking provenance data, (2) Prov Viewer, 
for interactive display and visualization of provenance 
graphs, (3) three distinct summarization techniques, for 
reducing the overall provenance graph size with minimal 
information loss, and (4) a comparison technique for 

 

Figure 3: Prov Viewer's high-level architecture 

 

Figure 4: A fragment of the provenance graph 



provenance graphs, to discover underlying issues that might 
have affected the result. 

While the main application of provenance in this work 
is for games, we believe that the concepts discussed 
throughout the thesis apply to other domains and might be 
useful to support advanced forms of analysis. The proposed 
concepts could be applied in scientific experiments to 
visualize experiment provenance, to debug the experiment 
to identify issues, and to understand the obtained results. 

VI. CONTRIBUTIONS AND PUBLICATIONS 

The work presented in the thesis resulted in the 
following publications: Two journal articles [14], [16] and 
four conference papers [8], [13], [17], [18], including the 
SBGames 2017 Best Paper award for the Computing 
Track. Moreover, this is a topic that resulted in multiple 
studies and contributions since when we introduced it in 
2012: [7], [19]–[24]. We also have a journal article 
submission with a requested revision for Entertainment 
Computing that is directly based on this work using 
Machine Learning techniques to detect and capture 
influences during a game session. 

Finally, the result of this work created a new line of 
research relevant to the area of games with the use of 
provenance. The richness of data obtained through the 
provenance capture and the structure of the provenance 
graph allows for a deeper analysis of the data collected and 
offers more complex visualizations than the simple use of 
metrics. For example, the provenance graph allows one to 
easily make inferences because of the structuring of the data 
in a directed graph. The advantages offered by this new line 
of research have already culminated in new studies based on 
the work proposed in this thesis. The result of this thesis is 
being applied in research projects related to (1) dynamic 
content balancing in games; (2) reproducibility of sessions; 
(3) use of the provenance graph in machine learning to 
generate autonomous agents and detect patterns; (4) views 
and summaries of the data collected to enable exploratory 
analysis; (5) debugging of players' performance; and (6) 
predictive and probabilistic analyzes in games. 
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